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The theory of Coulomb ionization of I. shells by low-velocity heavy charged particles whose atomic number

is small compared to the atomic number of the target atom is extended to projectiles with velocities

comparable to or larger than the L-shell orbital velocities. At large impact parameters projectiles polarize

the shell, and at small impact parameters they increase the binding energies of the electrons to be excited.

The polarization effect is incorporated in accordance with the perturbed stationary-state (PSS)
approximation. The effect of the repulsion between the projectile and the target nucleus is accounted for by a

Coulomb-deflection factor (C). This CPSS theory is developed further to include relativistic effects (R) of the

target wave function through a procedure that reproduces the results of numerical calculations for heavy

target atoms. With electron capture by the projectiles as an additional channel of ionization, the CPSSR

theory is compared with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inelastic collisions of charged projectiles with
atoms create inner-shell vacancies. If the projec-
tiles are charged elementary particles which are
heavier than the electron, or if they are ions
whose atomic number Z& is small compared to the
target atomic number Z2, then Coulomb excitation
dominates the inner-shell vacancy production
through (direct) ionization to the continuum of the
target atom, or by electron capture into an un-
occupied state of the projectile. Our approach
casts the theory of inner-shell ionization into a
comprehensive form which allows for the mutual
perturbation of the projectile and target states
during the collision. '

In previous papers we developed the theory for
the direct Coulomb ionization of Kshells'3 and
of I. subshells4 by heavy charged, particles of low
velocities in comparison to the orbital velocities.
We resolved order-of-magnitude discrepancies
between the predictions of the plane-wave Born
approximation" (PWBA) or the equivalent semi-
classical approximation' (SCA) with straight
trajectories, and experimental ionization cross
sections. This was accomplished by incorporating
into the theory two effects not included in the
PWBA. They are' 4 (i) the Coulomb repulsion
(C) of the projectile by the target nucleus that
leads to its retardation and deflection from a
straightline trajectory during the collision, and
(ii) the increase in the binding energy of the inner-
shell electron to be ionized due to the proximity
of the ionizing particle. A multiplicative Cou-
lomb-deflection factor for the cross section was
extracted' from the semiclassical calculations
of Bang and Hansteen. ' Increased binding was
incorporated2 in a manner equivalent to an gb
initio calculation in the framework of the perturbed

stationary-state (PSS) theory. ' This approach in-
cluding Coulomb repulsion and perturbed station-
ary states (CPSS) was cast in terms of the PWBA
cross sections that were derived with nonrelativ-
istic target wave functions for the description of
inner-shell electrons. ' 4

We now extend this work to I-shell ionizations
at intermediate' projectile velocities. Further-
more, we incorporate the relativistic effect in
the description of the target states and assess
the statug of the Coulomb-deflection effect. The
projectiles are taken to move nonrelativihtically,
i.e., to be of kinetic energy per mass less than
50 MeV/amu. Atomic units are used hereafter,
except in the figures and Appendix B. Section II re-
views the PWBA based on nonrelativistic wave func-
tions and introduces a procedure which duplicates the
plane-wave Born approximation (PWBAR) inner-
shell results based on relativistic (R) wave func-
tions.""Section IIIderives the polarization effect
for a harmonic oscillator model of atomic states and
combines it with the binding effect to yield the PSS re-
sult. The Coulomb-deflection effect is reconsidered
in Sec. IV. With the addition of electron-capture
contributions, '3 the CPSSR cross sections as
derived here are compared, in Sec. V, with ex-
periment. Appendix A treats the Coulomb-deflec-
tion factor in the monopole approximation to the
perturbing potential. Appendix B delineates an
illustrative sample calculation of x-ray-production
cross sections for I. shells.

II. RELATIVISTIC EFFECT IN THE PLANE-WAVE

BORN APPROXIMATION (PWBAR)

Consider the ionization of an inner shell S of
a target atom bombarded by a heavy projectile
of mass llf&» 1. For the ta, rget (subscript 2), the
K and L states are characterized by the quantum
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where Fs()s, 8s) are tabulated functions"'""
based on the tables of Ref. 6. The minimum mo-
mentum transfer to an S-shell electron from a
particle of velocity v„q» —--,'8sv,'s/v„deter-
mines the variable

s =~ /qoso s =v, / 8s v,s, (2)

numbers S= (nm, ls,j s) as K= (1,0, —,'), L, = (2, 0, -g,

L2=(2, 1, 2), and Ls= (2—, 1, 2). The K-shell ion-
ization theory and its nonrelativistic predictions
have been discussed elsewhere. ~-3'~4 We approach
K- and L-shell ionization in a unified manner,
but compare its results mainly with I--shell data.

In the PWBA the projectile is described by a
plane wave, and we represent the target atom by
a product of screened-hydrogenic (SH) wave func-
tions. There is ample evidence that products of
single-electron wave functions, ~' and, specifically,
of SH wave functions, give K-shell ionization
cross sections that agree within a few percent
with those calculated based on Hartree-Slater
(HS) wave functions. 3™Products of single-elec-
tron wave functions also appear to suffice for the
calculation of L-shell cross sections, although
differential cross sections based on SH wave func-
tions were found to be larger by a factor of 2-5
than those calculated with HS wave functions at
small energy transfer, ~7-~9 corresponding to high
projectile velocities or large impact parameters
where deviations from a hydrogenic picture can be
expected. Still, we find that the integrated cross
sections differ by no more than -35Vc in»AI(L),
and that the variation with the choice of wave func-
tion diminishes rapidly with increasing Z2. For
«Ar(L) it amounts to only a few percent except
at the highest velocity studied where it is about
10%%uc.

0 Moreover, electron correlations, which
are inherently not included in the Hartree-Slater
approach, tend to close the gap between calcu-
lations with HS and SH wave functions. "

In terms of the screened nuclear charges, Z,E
=Z2 —0. 3 and Z», ——Z2~=Z, —4. 15, the S-shell
radius, orbital velocity, and binding energy are

&n 3a„=n,'/Z„, v, s =Z„/n„and (os s =-, 8s vs s, re-
spectively. If ~» is equated to the observed
binding energy, "the reduced binding energy 0~
ranges from 0. 6 to 1.0 for the K shells and from
0.4 to 0. 8 for the L shells. Aslongastheprojec-
tile energy loss -(d» in the ionization process
is small compared to its kinetic energy &&, one
may write the nonrelativistic PWBA cross section
for direct ionization of an S shell as4

which distinguishes slow collisions, when )s&l,
from those that occur in times comparable or
shorter than the characteristic S-shell orbital
time -a, s/v, s. Analytical forms for Fs at low
velocities are given by Eqs. (1)-(9) of Ref. 4.
They apply for $s « I, but with a lower bound
-0.15/(M, 8s)'~' if one posits e,s/E, ~ 0.1 as a
limit of small energy loss.

As was noted already a quarter century ago, "
a relativistic description of inner shells should
increase the ionization cross sections in slow
collisions. 'The relativistic effect has, in the
meantime, been investigated for K-shell ion-
ization, "but only a few complete calculations with
relativistic wave functions were performed in the
PWBA~O' a,nd jn the SCA for straight-line and
hyperbolic" trajectories. Various schemes were
proposed to reproduce this effect without involved
numerical calculations. "* ' ' Following Honl, "
Merzbacher and Lewis" suggested that one should
continue to employ the cross sections based on
nonrelativistic screened hydrogenie wave functions
but with 8s reduced to 8ss = 8s —(v,s/c)'[n, /(j, + ,')—
——,], c =137 being the velocity of light. It has
been argued"'" that a change of 8s to 8s = 8 s/
(I + (v,s/c)' [n,/(j, + —,') -~ ]) would be more ap-'
propriate; although such a prescription gives only
slightly lower values of 8~~. Hardt and Watson27

proposed instead to decrease the orbital velocity
e,~ in accord with the relativistic expression for
the mean kinetic energy in the virial theorem.
Recently, Berinde et al. ' incorporated the rel-
ativistic effect for K-shell ionization by replacing
a,„with a,r(I- v,'s/c')'~' in $s, Eq. (2).

Such approxima. te methods are inadequate since
they mimic the relativistic effect by a change of
the average quantities that characterize inner
shells; such approaches ean reproduce numerical
calculations with relativistic wave functions only
when v, =e» and the important impact parameters
in the collision are comparable to a». When
ionization takes place deep inside the inner
shell, the relativistic effect can become signi-

, ficant even for'L shells of light atoms. A
relativistic change in the binding energy, the
mean velocity, or the radius of the electron orbit
grossly underestimates this effect. Hansen"
approximates the relativistic electron-momentum
distribution for use in the binary encounter ap-
proximation (BEA). It is, however, not possible
to apply this procedure straightforwardly in the
PWBA. Hansen's corrections, presented as a
table of (o sr/or) s" for different projectile ve-
locities and target a,toms, still underestimate
the relativistic effect in the slow collision regime
when compared with (ops/or)~" ", where os+ is
computed with relativistic wave functions.
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Recently, Amundsen et al "'9 and Anholt" ex-
tracted various analytical factors for K-shell
ionization from an SCA approximation with rel-
ativistic wave functions. Their use appears to
be restricted to low projectile velocities.

In what follows, we develop a relativistic cor-
rection to o~" in a manner analogous to the way
in which we account for the binding effect. ' ' In
the low-velocity limit, '4

g~ «1, the ionization
cross section is proportional to the fourth power
of

IO

.IO

(b)

IO

m" (r) = [1+(Z, z/2rc')']'/'+ Z, ~/2rc (4),

We choose for 1/r in this equation a mean value
(1/R(t)) —= (np) ' of the inverse of the projectile
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Tm~„= 2mv& ——me &&d2& g»
the maximum energy transferred from the projec-
tile to an electron of mass m. Instead of setting
m =1, however, we calculate T by introducing
a "local" relativistic electron mass through the
virial theorem" for a relativistic electron in a
central potential. In a potential of the form Z»/r
at the distance x from the target nucleus, this
mass m "(r) is
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distance to the target nucleus, R(t) =—(p'+v', t')' ',
where p is the impact parameter,

FIG. 2. Calculated K-shell and L -shell ionization
cross sections in the PWBA with relativistic wave func-
tions [Ref. 10 for 82Pb (K) (0 1957) arid Ref. 11 for
6yHO (L ) and 8pHg (L ) (0 1971)] and with nonrelativistic
wave functions (Ref. 6 ————1969, 1973). The re-
sults of Honl's procedure (Refs. 26 and 31
1958, 1933) and of our calculations based on Eq. {7)
( ) are shown for comparison.
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which determines the constant n =sinh1=1. 1V52.
On averaging Eq. (4) over all impact parameters
with the weight functions W~ defined in Ref. 4,

0.5 I 2 5 IO 20 50
E

)
/ M

) (M eV/ a mu) m', (l,) f~'(a))+'. (de.)Do=..&(ae..), (5)

FIG. 1. Ratios of theoretical cross sections in PWBA
calculated with relativistic and nonrelativistic K-shell
wave functions of lead and gold. The solid symbols show
the results of Ref. 10{o1957) and Ref. 12 {a 1976). The open
circles are results from Ref. 25 based on a semiclassical
approach with hyperbol. ic trajector ies {01978). Curves
represent ratios based on schemes which account for
the relativistic effect in various approximate ways, viz. ,
according to Refs. 26 and 31 ( ~ 1958, 1933),
Ref. 27 (xxxxx 1973), and Ref. 28 ( ~ ~ ~ ~ 1973). Our re-
sults, calculated according to Eq. (7), are given by
the curve for 82Pb and the curve ———for 79Au.

one obtains"

mR(( ) (1 Py2)1/2 y

where

0.40(Z, ~/c)' 0.15(Z,~/c)~
3 E1» ). s 3 L253

2~K,J j L2g L3

and P is a slowly varying parameter. Equation (6)
with P =1.1 agrees with the numeri. cal integration
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of Eq. (5) to within 3/q over the relevant g~ range.
Equation (3) implies a transformation from $~,
Eq. (2), to [m",(4)]'~' g, or from q, to m~q, in
the usual energy variable" q~, so that

o PwBAR oPwBA([~R(( )])I2 $ g )

Although the weight functions W~ used in Eq. (5)
were derived strictly in the slow collision limit
($z «1), Eq. (7) still applies at higher velocities
where the relativistic effect subsides. As shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, our procedure yields cross
sections that agree with the numerical calcula-
tions" ""based on relativistic wave functions.

III. POLARIZATION AND BINDING EFFECTS IN
THE PERTURBED STATIONARY-STATE (PSS) THEORY

Atomic states are perturbed by the projectiles
so as to influence the ionization cross section.
In the adiabatic limit of very low velocities, the
perturbed stationary states of the target electron
become those of a diatomic molecule with a
changing internuclear distance in the Born-Oppen-
heimer approximation. When Z, &= Z„ the impact
parameters of importance for inner-shell ion-
ization are so small that the electron states ap-
proach those of a united atom of atomic number
Z, +Z, which can then be treated simply in the
plane-wave Born approximation. Such a treatment
subsumes the binding effect and a relaxation of the
inner-shell wave function. For K shells, this ap-
proach has been demonstrated to be useful as long
as (r &0.25, 38 subject to the restriction ur,„«E,
for the united atom Z, +Z, .

Most low-velocity data are taken for K and 1.
shells at larger $~ values, where the binding ef-
fect is the dominant consequence of PSS." At
intermediat;e and high velocities, major contri-
butions to the direct-ionization cross sections
of an 8 shell come from distances larger than the
shell radius. The particle, moving "outside" the
8 shell, perturbs this state which leads to the so
called polarization effect. '""'" That is, at
impact parameters larger than some value p~
comparable to a» the polarization effect results
in addiHee Z, -proportional terms which increase
the cross secti.ons. At impact, parameters smaller
than p~, the binding effect yields, on the contrary,
subtractive Z', -proportional terms which decrease
these cross sections.

The polarization effect was first invoked to ex-
plain stopping-power data. " The data show, rel-
ative to the Z', -dependent Bethe theory, "an ad-
ditional dependence on Z', .""Polarization terms
of still higher order in Z, are probably small. 4~

The deviations from Z', dependence signify that
the first-Born approximation, on which Bethe's

derivation of stopping power is based, does not
suffice. Inclusion of higher-order terms of the
Born series leads to insurmountable difficulties
unless advanced numerical procedures are used.
Numerical coupled-state calculations have been
performed heretofore only for the simplest pro-
jectile-target combinations, such as the proton-
hydrogen system. " Other attempts to calculate
inelastic collision cross sections have been made
in the second-Born approximation4' but have not
led, as yet, to a methodological development for
the calculation of inner-shell Coulomb ionization
in the Born approximation higher than the first
order (~ Z,'). Recently, K-shell vacancy produc-
tion cross sections were calculated numerically
with the first two terms in the Born series. 4' The
results clearly corroborate the predictions of the
theory"" which accounts for both the binding and
polarization effects. Standard perturbation meth-
ods, although perhaps suitable for the calculation
of polarization effects in elastic scattering, are
inadequate when applied to inelastic collisions. "
Eikonal approaches may account for the polar-
ization effect when they are extended beyond the
Glauber approximation, "but one is then faced
with four-dimensional integrals, i.e., two more
dimensions than needed in first-Born-approxi-
mation calculations.

We now proceed to develop a model approach
to the polarization effect. Unperturbed atomic
states are represented by isotropic harmonic
oscillators in their ground state. The polarization
of such oscillators by charged particles has been
treated classically' and quantum mechanically'
with identical results. Helativistic particles,
not considered here, change these results only

insignificantly. "
One calculates the energy transfer from a par-

ticle of charge Z, and velocity v» at impact pa-
rameter p from the origin of an electron harmonic
oscillator of frequency ~. When integrated over
the impact parameters larger than P~, the mean
energy transfer from such "distant collisions"
including Z', -proportional terms is

(8)

with x~ =-P~~/v„K, and K, being modified Bessel
functions of the second kind. The Z', -proportional
first term of Eq. (8) results from the dipole com-
ponent ~R ' of the particle-electron interaction,

g ~ 1 R ~ r 1 3(R-r)' r'
IR-rl R + R +

2 R' R'
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in the multiple expansion for B»x. The qua. druple
component ~R ' of the interaction polarizes the
motion of the electron and results in the Z', -pro-
portional term in Eq. (8). The function I(xs) is
derived and displayed in Ref. 40 [cf. Eq. (10) and
Figs. 1 and 2], and is used in considerations of
Z', -dependent stopping powers and ranges"" as
well as of Z', effect for the energy loss of the
ejected electrons. " An interpolation formula based
on tables of I(xs) accurate to within 1% is given
by Eq. (27) of Ref. 14 for xs ~ 3.1. To within 5%,
I(xs) =2 exp(-2xs)/xs" for 3 &xs & 11.

"Close collisions, " at p ~ps, may be regarded
as binary encounters between the electrons and
incident particles imparting momenta so large
that the electrons behave as if they were free.
Here, the contribution to the Z,' effect becomes
negligible, because the Rutherford scattering is
strictly proportional to Z', .' The energy transfer
in close collisions, (4vz', /v', ) In(Psv', /Z, ), and in
distarit collisions,

lim, ' xsK, (xs)K, (xs)=,' ln
4mZ', 4w Z', 1.123

xs

add up to the classical formula of Bohr'4

I

IZx~2s Ps~2s
Vj V~

(14)

We define the polarization factor

p 1 2S I S 2sZ (d p (d$3
V~ 5~

I I ss I ~s 2s 0(Z2)
V~ V~

(15)

which, to order (Z,/v, )', in our notation becomes

Cg($s, es., cs) =1 —(2Z,/Z, ses)hs()s, cs), (16)

with

the fact tha. t, for distant collisions, an atomic
state can be described as an ensemble of harmonic
oscillators. " Since the first-excited states of
inner-shell electrons are close to the ionization
edge, we set ~ = ~». We build the Z', -proportional
polarization of an atomic state into the theory by
evaluating the mean energy transfer, Eq. (11), to
a polarized state of frequency as~» so that

4w Z', 2v', B(Z „v,)
(&s2s) =

V~ ~2s

b, (d ' (ld) =(4 11Z/21v)1n(1.123v', /Z, ld).

The connection to quantum mechanics was es-
tablished by Bloch" with the result that

Sids(ld) = (4mZ', /v', ) ln[2v', B(Z„v,) j(u],

(10) h, ((,;c, ) = (2n, /8, ];)I(c,n, /(, ),
where cs —=Ps/a» is a cutoff constant of the order
of unity.

The factor &~~ accounts for. the binding to the
projectile when p &ps, and can be written

where the function B(Z„v,), expressed in terms
of the Euler P function

~;((„8,;c, ) =1+ (2Z,/Z„e, )g, ((,; c,), (17)

where

B(Z„v„)-=exp [$(1)—Re P(1 i+Z, /v, )],
takes the limiting forms

(12) c sn-2/f s
gs($s; cs).=- [as(n, $sx) —1]Ws(x)xdx, (18)

0

—'(1.123)v, /Z, for v, «Z„
l& 1

1 for v~&&Z~,

(13)

independent of &d. The limit v, /Z, » 1 of Eq. (11)
is the quantum-mechanical Bethe formula. " When

expanded in powers of Z, /v„Eq. (12) contains
only even powers of Zy.

To make contact with atomic states, one invokes

with as functions given by Eqs. (10) and (11) of
Ref. 13." We treat cs as an adjustable param-
eter" and we find the best overall agreement with
experiment by setting Ps—- (t)s, where '(x)s is the
mean value of the radial distance in the S shell
so that c~=c~ = —'and c~, = ~ = —,'. Suitable an-
alytical approximations, "with errors less than

1/o, are

g„($;cs = 1.5) = (1+9)+31)'+98)'+ 12$'+ 25$'+ 4.2$'+ 0.515$')/(1+ $)',

g~, ($; c~, = 1.5) = (1+9(+31$'+49$'+ 162$'+ 63$'+ 18('+1.97]7)/(I + g)',

g~ ($;c~ =1.25) = (1+10)+45)'+102)'+331/'+6.7$'+58)'+7.8$'+0888)')/(1+$)".
(19)

We join &s($s, es;cs) of Eq. (17) andc~s($s, es; cs)
of Eq. (16) into a PSS factor for es,

In terms of v~~" " of Eq. (1), the PSS cross sec-
tion for direct ionization is given by

t, ($„8,; c,) =1+(2Z,/Z„e, )

x [gs(gs; cs) —hs($s; cs)]. (20)

+ s = + s (~s/~s &ses)

Similarly, we introduce $s jfs into Eq. (6) to

(21)
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obtain the relativistic $~ correction appropria, te
for PSS, viz. ,

Then, we get

o Pssa oPwBA ((R/g g g ) (23)

At large velocities, $~ »1, one retrieves the
PWBA for the unperturbed target atom.

IV. COULOMB-DEFLECTION EFFECT REVISITED

At low projectile velocities, the PWBA and the
equivalent straight-line SCA can overestimate
ionization. cross sections by orders of magnitude
because these descriptions neglect the influence
of the internuclear repulsion. The repulsion
slows down and deQects the projectile in the Cou-
lomb field of the target nucleus. We refer to the
consequences as the Coulomb-deflection effect,
although it subsumes both the retardation and the
deflection of the projectile in the field of the nu-
cleus. Coulomb waves or Coulomb-deflected
hyperbolic trajectories must be considered. Bang
and Hansteen' treated the latter in the monopole-
term approximation to the perturbing potential,

Eq. (9), a.nd retained only the transitions to the
l~=O final state of the electron in the continuum.
The ratio of the differential ionization cross sec-
tions with respect to the final energy 8z of the
ejected electron calculated for the hyperbolic
trajectory, (der~/d8&)""', and the straight-line tra-
jectory, (do~/dh&)", determines the factor C
=- (do'~/dS~)""'/(do'~/dh&)". ln the low-velocity
limit, C was given as a complicated combination
of modified Bessel functions of imaginary order
and their derjvatjves. Brandt et g$

simplified this Coulomb-deflection factor to

C(x) = exp(- vx),

whe re x TdQ p g is the product of the variable
T=—1yS~/&u», the half-distance of closest ap-
proach in a head-on collision d —=Z,Z, /Mv„with
M '=—M, '+M, ', and q« -&u, ~/v, . The quantity
dip~, which appears as $ in studies of nuclear
excitation, " is the ratio of the characteristic
time in Coulomb scattering d/v, to the electronic
transition time 1/+, ~, and so measures the adia-
baticity of the collision.

The Coulomb-deflection factor has been evaluated
numerically' "and analytically. " Following
Amundsen's approach, "we find (see Appendix A)

I.O

C&o
0

o
o

a
0

PWBA PWBAR PSSR

IO

I.O

O. l O. I

O.OI 0.01

O.OOI

mdq, „
0.001

FIG. 3. Coulomb-deQection factor Cz for X-shell ionization, compared with azx -/ozz, i.e., the experimental
x-ray production cross sections (Ref. 65) for protons (circles) and deuterons (triangles) are successively, from left
to right, divided by the cross sections predicted in PWBA, PWBAR, and PSSR v4th the recent fluorescence yields
(Ref. 70). Solid symbols are for Z&&50, open symbols for Z2 ~50. The curves for Cz are calculated with Eq. (24)
(upper) and Eq. (25) (lower). As the theory improves, the locus of the data approaches the upper Cz curve, except for
one set of measurements for protons (Ref. 68, open squares).
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I.O 1.0

C

O. l

O.OI

1Tdq mdq mdq

O.OI

FIG. 4. Coulomb-deQection factor Cz for L-shell ionization compared with o~x /Ozz, i.e., the experimental x-ray
production cross sections (Ref. 66) for protoris (circles) are successively, from left to right, divided by the cross
sections predicted in PWBA, PWBAR, and PSSR with the recent fluorescence and Coster-Kronig yields (Ref. 70).
Solid symbols are for Z2 &75, open symbols for Z2 «75. The abscissa values for the experimental points are mean
values weighted according to the subshell cross sections. The curves for C& are calculated with Eq. (24) (upper} and
Eq. (25} gower) for L~ subshell since L2 and L3 subshells do not contribute significantly at low velocities. As the
theory improves, the locus of the data approaches the upper Cz, curve.

C(x)=exp(-xx)x '* ),dK, „(y)
y=x

(25)

(28)

in the slow-collision limit relevant for Coul. omb
deflection, the Coulomb-deflection factor for
ionization of an S shell becomes

Jt
C(Tdgss)dTCsdq, s =

J 10+2l2 (27)

with/, =0 for S=E,L, and l, =1 for S=L»L3 De-
pending on C, Eq. (27) yields approximately

where K,„(y) is the Bessel function of imaginary
order. Equation (25) goes to Eq. (24) when x
«1. For x-0.7, Eq. (25) agrees with the recent
numerical calculations by Kocbach" and is smaller
by a factor -5 than exp(-wx), Eq. (24), that was
extracted and used by Brandt and his co-workers
(see Fig, 11).

Before comparing C with experiment, one has
to integrate over all values of ~.' Since

marked as circles and triangles emerges that ap-
pearstofollowthepredictionof Eq. (27)withEq. (24),
i.e., thatofEq. (28) fory=1. Afitofsome3000
experimental K-shell ionization cross sections"
to Eq. (28) implies y=1.17.

'

By contrast, only
the data (open squares) reported recently by An-
holt" support Eq. (28) for y =2 over the entire
abscissa, range. Inasmuch as Eq. (25) is ac-
curate result of the monopole approximation in the
expansion, Eq. (9), of the perturbing potential, "
the experimental evidence suggests, on balance,
that the dipole term and, perhaps, higher-. order
terms raise the Coulomb-deflection factor toward
Eq. (24).

Figure 3 for K shells and Fig. 4 for L shells
sum up the current status of experimental data.
The serious dilemma they pose in deciding behveen
theories of the Coulomb-deflection effect points
to a crucial domain where new experiments are
needed. For the present, we continue to employ
Eq. (27), with Eq. (24) which is displayed as the
upper curves in Figs. 3 and 4.

( )
C„(dqos)

s s =
1+yxdq, s/(9+2l, )

(28) V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

where y= 1 if C„(dqos) is given by Eq. (24) and
y=2 if given by Eq. (25) evaluated at T=1." In
Figs. 3 and 4 we compare Cs with the ratio of
experimental ionization cross sections". ' to the-
oretical predictions without the coulomb-deflection
effect. The ratios for K-shell ionization by pro-
tons and deuterons are based on the PEA, Eq.
(1), on the PWBAR, Eq. (7), and on the PSSR.,
Eq. (23). As one improves thetheory through succes-
sive approximations, a locus of the data

ocPssR C (dq g )gPwBA((R/g. g g ) (29)

where Cs is given by Eq. (28) with y = 1, Ps by
Eq. (22), and &s()S, Hs, cs) by Eq. (20) setting
c~ = 1.5 and 1.25 for + Lg and for L» shells, re-

In summary, we incorporate the Coulomb-
deflection effect on the projectile (C), the binding
and polarization effects (PSS) and the relativistic
effect (R) on the target electron states into the
theory for direct ionization of an S shell as
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FIG. 5. I.-shell x-ray production cross sections of
&&Au for protons according to the PWBAR, Eq. (7)
(dashed curve) and the CPSSR theory, Eq. (29) (solid
curve). For comparison with experimental data (Ref.
71), the theoretical ionization cross sections were con-
verted to x-ray production cross sections with the re-
cent fluorescence and Coster-Kronig yields (Ref. 70).
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FIG. 6. Calculated ratios of cross sections for electron
capture [cr from Ref. 13] and direct ionization [0.
from Eq. (29)] for projectiles Zq =1 (dashed curves) and
Z~ =2 .(solid curves) on the targets with the lowest atomic
number Z2 for which I.-shell ionization data are consid-
ered. Electron capture contributes significantly when

Zq/Z, & O.l.

spectively. For comparisons with experimental
x-ray and Auger-electron production cross sec-
tions, we convert the calculated ionization cross
sections to the respective production cross sec-
tions with the aid of the fluorescence and Coster-
Kronig yields that have recently been recommended
by Krause. '

Figure 5 compares the predictions of PWBAB,
according to Eq. (7) (dashed curve), and of CPSSR,
according to Eq. (29) (solid curve), with L-shell
x-ray production cross sections measured for
protons on gold, 7' where Z, /Z, = 0.013«1.

As Z, /Z, increases, electron capture into an
unoccupied state of the projectile opens an ad-
ditional channel for ionization. To account for
this, we add to ops

" electron-capture (EC)
cross sections that are based on Nikolaev's cal-
culations" in the Oppenheimer-Briokman-Kramers
(OBK) approximation, which is a PWBA that neg-
lects the internuclear interaction. And to (T ~

""
we add the electron-capture cross sections ac-
cording to Bef. 13." The relativistic effect is
included in these cross sections by analogy with
the development given in Sec. II."

For the Z, = 1 and Z, = 2 projectiles, the display
in Fig. 6 illustrates that electron capture is not
a significant process as long as Z, /Z, &0.1. This
result pertains to all targets considered here,
with the exception of „Ar excited by, He ions. As
a converse example, we show in Fig. 7 a com-
parison for Z,/Z, &0.1 between calculated L-x-ray
production cross sections 0 ~T~ and experiments" "
for fully stripped', F" ions o ~x~ ." The squares
refer to the comparison with PWBAB, and the
circles to the comparison with CPSSB. When
electron capture is omitted (open symbols) the
ratios v~TRX/o ~~xxpT have a dependence on Z, /Z,
and differ significantly from unity. When electron
capture is included (closed symbols), the ratios
become independent of Z, /Z, and, in the CPSSR
approximation, are indeed equal to unity. As seen
in Fig. 8, this approximation is also in satisfactory
agreement with K-x-ray production data'9 for
",F ions moving in various solid targets at the
same velocity with an equilibrated charge Z~
= 6.8." Assuming that the projectile K shell is
filled, electrons can be captured only in the es-.
sentially empty I. shell and other higher shells.
The electron capture cross sections are calculated
accordingly. To distinguish them from cross sec-
tions for fully stripped ions (EC), they are labeled
EC*.

The number of I.-shell x-ray production cross-
section measurements with protons on gold has
more than doubled since the publication of Fig. 1
in Ref. 4. As displayed in Fig. 5, they agree with
the predictions of Eq. (29). To expand on the
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FIG. 7. Ratios of the theoretical and experimental
cross sections for L -shell x-ray production by fully
stripped 9F + ions of E~ =36 MeV in 36Kr (Ref. 75),
35 MeV in 47Ag (Ref. 76), and 35.4 MeV in 6pNd, 67Ho,
and z~Au (Ref. 77) with fluorescence and Coster-Kronig
yields according to Ref. 70. Squares: PWBAR; cir-
cles: CPSSR. Open symbols: direct ionization; closed
symbols: electron capture added. Dashed l. ines are
drawn to aid the eye. Within experimental uncertainties,
closed circles (CPSSR+EC) follow the solid line mark-
ing the ideal ratio equal to one.

analysis for data obtained with protons (Z, = 1) as
shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. 4, we have compiled in a
similar manner the data" for helium ions (Z, =2)
on various elements in Fig. 9. Large discrep-
ancies occur when these data are compared with
o ~~»

"" according to Eq. (7). The discrepancies
are essentially accounted for by 0 ~c~' " according
to Eq. (29).

The only remaining substantial disagreement
between experiment and theory emerges for ]8Ar.
Multiple ionization in „Ar by protons, and even
more so by helium ions, increases the small x-
ray fluorescence yield (-2 && 10 ') and thus raises
the solid „Ar curve toward the experimental data
by perhaps as much as a factor of 5. The gap be-
tween the experiment and the theory, evaluated
with the single-L-hole fluorescence yields, can
thus be understood as a measure of mult;iple va-
cancy formation in, He-„Ar collisions. But the

FIG. 8. Ratios of the theoretical and experimental
cross sections for E-shell x-ray production by cd,rge-
equilibrated &F ions of E& =20 MeV in 22Ti, 26Fe, »Co,
28Ni, 29Cu, 3pZn, 35Br, 4gAg, stSb, and 57La (Ref. 79)
with Quorescence yields according to Ref. 70. Symbols
are as in Fig. 7, except that EC* refers to electron
capture by ions of effective charge (Ref. 80) ZP =0.76
xg.

fluorescence yields in heavier targets are in-
sensitive to multiple ionization as discussed in
Ref. 4. This. observation, made earlier based on
data with protons, 4 is supported here by the evi-
dence obtained from»Cu bombarded with helium
ions.

Auger-electron production cross sections of
'„Ar L shells are not afflicted by these compli-
cations. Such data can be compared directly with
the ionization theory [cf. Ref. 4, Eq. (27)] as is
done in Fig. 10. The experimental cross sec-
tions" "were measured with, 'H and ',He ions as
identified by closed and open symbols. In addition
to the relativistic plane-wave Born approximation
with electron capture (dashed curves: PWBAR
+EC*), the figure displays two sets of curves.
One represents CPSSR calculated according to
Eq. (29) (dashed-dot curves) and the other includes
electron capture cross sections (solid curves).
Electron capture is evaluated for the fraction of
unoccupied states on the ',H and ',He projectiles
as a function of velocity based on the charge states
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in argon. " The data agree closely with the solid
curves at the lowest energies and near the max-
ima, but otherwise fall below the curves by as
much as a factor of 2. These deviations may be
of systematic origin. They are relatively small
when compared with data for protons on lighter
gaseous targets, viz. »,S and»CL. '"" The F63
cross sections" fall well below the predictions
of the theory and nearly coincide with the»hr data,
while, surprisingly, the»CL cross sections" a,re
higher than thy theoretical results. Proton"'"
and helium data" for»Mg and»AL metals also
are in disagreement with the theory. %'e may be
on the trail of a new phenomenon here. It would,
therefore, be desirable to extend the measure-
ments of L, -shell Auger-electron production cross
sections to all elements in the third period over
a wide energy range, to uncover systematic trends
in this behavior.

This paper is the culmina, tion of a program of
study, set forth over a decade ago and developed
sys terna, tically since. ~' ' ' ' The theory fo r
the Coulomb excita, tion of inner shells has been
formulated in a comprehensive manner to apply
to all particle velocities. In the present paper,
a procedure for including relativistic effects in
the description of the target states is given
and the effects of Coulomb'repulsion between pro-
jectile and target nucleus are reassessed. The
theory agrees in detail with the vast amount of
data for Z, /Z, s 0.3.

, Ar(L)

10 —I
6

I
l

I

105

I
/

I
l

(

, Ie7+)
@vs)
974)
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0.01 O. I I.O
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FIG. 10. I -shell ionization cross sections of &SAr for
~H and 2He ions according to PWBAB, Eq. (7),with elec-
tron capture (EC*)by the ion in the velocity-dependent
charge state added (dashed curves); according to CPSSR,
Eq. (29) (dash-dotted curves), and EC* added (solid
curves). They are compared with experimental Auger-
electron production cross sections (Reft. 82-85);
closed symbols: ~H ions, open symbols: 2He ions.
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The discussion emphasizes three areas in need
of new investigations. The empirical Coulomb-
deQection factors scatter widely and may even
bifurcate so as to follow distinct predictions that
can differ by as much as an order of magnitude.
Systematic measurements in the difficult range
of very low particle velocities should resolve such
inconsistencies in the present data, while the the-
oretical attack on this problem ought to continue.
Furthermore, large discrepancies appear in the
f.-x-ray production cross sections when Z, /Z,
exceeds -0.3. These discrepancies are important
because they may be invoked to determine the
increase in the fluorescence yields due to multiple
ionizations. Such yields can be calculated and be
tested independently, provided that Auger data
become available to establish the range of applica-
bility for the {.oulomb-ionization theory when

Z, /Z, )0.3. Finally, the elements in the third
period of the Periodic Table pose new challenges:
the as yet sparse Auger data show bizarre trends
when gauged by the Z2 dependence of the theory.
The L shell in this group of elements is the outer-
most closed shell of the ion cores, and the gaps
between inner-shell ionization theory and Auger

APPENDIX A: COULOMB DEFLECTION IN THE
MONOPOLE APPROXIMATION

In considering ionization from the 1s ground
state to the s wave in the continuum, Amundsen"
concluded that the atomic form factor can be fac-
tored out from the Bang-Hansteen matrix element,
and thus does not affect the Coulomb deQection
factor

)
=(dos/d~y)

((fo s/de)"

(.)
where e = [1+(p/d)']'~ i x is defined in connection
with Eq. (24). One has"

()0 dQ

2 Px
PdP K',.„(ex) PdP K', , (Al)

data may signify new chemical and morphological
effects which warrant exploration.

Note added in proof'. Since this paper went to
press, new L-shell data have been published"
which can be compared with the theory.
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2
Jj de e K,.„(~x)K,.„(~x)=2 Jl d~ e K,.„(Ex)K,„(~x)= ex' [K,.„(Ex)K,„(~x)-K„,,(ex)K, ,„(~x)]

1 l

d=* (»,.„(*)»,„(*)»,*,(*))=(« —»,,(y)x (A2)

so that I.o

d
C (x) = exp(-vx)l x —K,„(y)

dy
(A3)

Although a tabulation of K,.„(x) exists for 0.2 (x
( 50,"we could not find tables of (d/dy)K, .„(y) that
would be needed for the evaluation of Eq, (A3). In
the x -0 limit, K,„(y) l, „=—lnx, and one retrieves

C {x)
QAd

C- {dq )
0.2

0. I

0.05

hX, =O

C(x) =exp( —wx), x «1. (A4)

This is the factor, Eq. (24), used by Brandt et
al. ' O'""" As shown in Fig. 11, it agrees with
the numerical calculations of Kocbach" for x&0.2.
In the x- limit, one can evaluate the integral
representation

O.OI

o pRoToNs

~ ALPHAS

I

I 2
1Tx of 7T'dq

1 ()0

K,„(y)=, J
e""~' cos xt dt

2 cosh(-,'~x)

by the method of steepest descent with sinht ='t

+ i'/3! + . The leading term becomes

r 2 '/'
K,.„(y)=, — — At(a), y»1, (A6)

2 cosh(~))'x) y

FIG. 11. Theoretical Coulomb-deQection factors in

the monopole approximation before integration, C(x)
(dashed curves), and after integration C~ {dq ~) {solid
curves), over final electron energies. The upper two
curves represent Eqs. (24) and (28) for y =1, l

&
=0;

the lower two curves represent Eqs. (25) and (28) for
y=2 and l&=0. Numerical results are from Ref. 60
(4 1972), Ref. 61 (H 1974), and Ref. 62 (0 protons and

~ n particles 1976).
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C(x) =—', x'i'exp( —2wx), x»1. (A7)

Guided by this asymptotic form, we find that

C(x) = (1 ——,'x'~'+ —', x'~') exp(- 2') (A8)

approximates the results of our numerical in-
tegration of Eq. (Al) to within 3/~. Kocbach's
numerical results for C are slightly higher for
protons than for Q. particles. " To the extent that
this additional projectile dependence varies with

Z, /M„and all projectiles fall into the range
—,
' (Z,/M, & 1, we estimate that such an extra de-
pendence would change Eq. (A3) by at most -10%%u~.

where z =—2'~'(y'~' —x/y'~') and Ai is the Airy func-
tion." Since dz/dy ~, ,= (2/x) ' ~' and Ai(z) =
=I3' 'I'(—')] ' —gI3' 'I'(—,')] ' when s «I, we obtain
C(x) to the leading term as

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE CALCULATION OF
L-SHELL X-RAY PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

Detailed quantitative assessments of theories
relative to experiment require that measured cross
sections are reported in tabular form. We illus-
trate the scheme of cross-section calculations for
n particles (Z, =2, M, =4 amu=4 x 1836 m) im-
pinging with E] 1 MeV and Ey 80 MeV on gold
(Z, =79,M, =197 a.mu) with the observed binding
energies" 14.35, 13.73, and 11.92 keV for the

L 2, and L, subshell s, respectively. The cor-
responding values of 8L,. are 0.735, 0.721, and
0.625. With n, =2 and the screened nuclear charge
Z,~ = 79 —4.15 = 74.85, one has a,~ = 4/74. 85
= 0.05344, e,z = 74.85/2 = 37.425. Since 8wa', = 7.04
x10'b, Eq. (1) reads

g ~~" ~ = (2)1435b x F~, ($~., 9~,)/8~,
where the fa.ctor (2) applies only for the L, sub-

TABLE I. L-shell ionization cross sections (in barns) and quantities required for their evaluation. The numerical
values pertain to the sample calculation delineated in Appendix B for for 1- aed 80-MeV 0.'particles on gold.

4H 2+ 197+u(L ) Z2L = 74.85
g2L = 0.5344 a.u.
v2L = 37.425 a.u.

OL =0.753
1

OL2= 0.721
9L =0.625

3

. V g/V2L

Quantity

1 MeV
0.0847

L2

80 MeV
0.759

L2 Eq. or Ref,

m, ,(&,, )

(mL~. ) '/'2gL. =-X
i

ZL,.(X, eL.)
~PWBARp )L)

hL.

gL. —AL.

(L./&L,

mL,.((L,. /&L,.)

+L$(~L$/~Lg & ~L)0L$)

~PSSR[y]

7t.dq, L,.0'L,.

CL.

~CPSSR[y]OL.

0.225

1.303

0.257

0.235

1.210

0.259

0.271

1.180

0.294

0.825

0.903

0.188

0.991

1.171

0.987

0.903

1.063

0.211

1.326

0.243

0.801

0.991

1.073

0.219

1.227

0.243

0.774

0.987

1.084

0.250

1.197

0.274

0.678

3.20xl0 ' 5.74xl0 ' 1.47x10 '
0.573

0.260

0.149

0.106

1.18

0.278

0.029

0.622

1.03

0.326

0 ~ 203

4 33 x10 4 9.46 xl0 2 55 x10 4

2.02

1.030

2.05

0.840

2.11

1.021

2.13

0.799

2.43

1.019

2.45

0.906

Eq. (2)

Eq. (6)

Eq. (7)

Refs. 4 and 21

1.60x10 1.59x10 4.16x10 Eqs. (7) and (B1)

0.328 0.177 0.137 Eq. (19)

0.037

0.291

1.021

1.98

1.031

2.01

0.769

0.831

0.088

0.089

1.007

2.10

1.022

2.12

0.726

0.794

0.110

0.027

1.002

2.43

l.019

0.626

0.906

Eq. (16)

Eq. (20)

Eq. (6)

Refs. 4 and 21

0.002

0.998

0.002

0.998

0.001

0.999

Eq. (B2)

Eq. (28) withe=1

1.55 x 10 1.57 x 10 4.15 x 103 Eq. (29)

1.55x10 1,57 x103 4.15x103 Fqs. (23) and (Bl)
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shell. @lith M '=—M, '+M, '=0.000139, the argument
of the Coulomb-deflection factor, mdq«. f~ of Eq.
(29), is

j. g2
3 14 x 1 2 x 8 2L 8L;~I i ' Li~li (B2.}

cross sections are

o ~~+
" —(0.330 x 0.825+ 0.373 x 0.188

+0.320 x 1.171)b =0.726b,

oc = (0.330 x 0.149+0.373 x 0.029

(B3)

Here v, =3.1V and 28.4 for the 1- and 80-MeV n
particles. These values are chosen to demonstrate
the importance of the relativistic, binding, and
Coulomb-deflection effects in slow collisions
(v „/v, ~ = 0.0847) on the one hand, and, on the
other, the significance of the polarization effect
when the projectile velocity becomes comparable
to v, ~(v, /v, ~ = 0.759).

We calcul'ate o ". ""and o . as displayed in
Table I. These direct-ionization cross sections
can be compared at once with the x-ray, production
data since the electron capture contributes less
than 1% of ionization for Z, /Z, =0.025 «1. ~e
employ recently recommended x-ray emission
probabilities" 0.330, 0.373, and 0.320 for the L
subshells of gold. The L -shell x-ray production

+ 0.320 x 0.203)b = 0.125b

for 1-MeV e particles, and

o ~"eA" = (0.330 x 1600+0.373 x 1590

+0.320 x 4160)b = 2450b,

g c'»R = (0.330 x 1550 +0.373 x 1570

+ 0.320 x 4150)b = 2430b

(B4)

for 80-MeV n particles. Corresponding experi-
mental values are (0.10+ 0.02)b (Ref. 94) and

(0.16+ 0.04)b (Ref. 95) for 1 MeV, and (2810
+140)b (Ref. 96) and (2710+250)b (Ref. 97) for
80-MeV n particles.
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